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We Are Now In Our Fifth Year
The journey so far has felt incredible. We started as a doubleact, with no expectation of expanding beyond that, and our
office was anywhere we could buy a coffee on Euston road.
We are now a growing and strong team of 12, based in garret
rooms on Bedford Square. Since we started, we have worked
with over 75 clients in recruiting to some 225 appointments,
as well as undertaking a broad range of other consulting
activities. Our clients span the education, cultural, NGO and
publishing sectors, and our candidates come from broad areas
of economic life, and from all over the world.

We remain small and nimble, with the advantages and
challenges that this presents. Like everyone, we have no idea
where on the scale between economic meltdown, business as
usual, and new opportunities for innovation and change the
next few years will point us. The nature of our industry project
cycles means that we have to remain hungry. We cannot afford
to be anything but excellent, and although we aren’t perfect,
we are resolutely self-critical.

Even in the short time we have been in business, the questions
we ask ourselves have developed. At first, we had no idea if
anyone would buy us and wondered if we had committed
career suicide by leaving a large corporate blanket. We found
it difficult to articulate what made us distinctive beyond what
we felt was our own personal style, although we knew what we
didn’t want to be. Minerva would never be a home for the posh
Arabellas or the pinstriped mercurialists who are a stereotype of
our industry. Fortunately people did understand and work with
us, many of them repeatedly, and we have developed multiple
strong relationships in the past years. The support of these
people has enabled us to become more confident about what
we are, and to think with more clarity about what sort of firm
we want to be as we develop.

January 2018 will see us sponsoring the Mall Galleries’ Futures
exhibition of new graduate art for the fifth consecutive year.
It’s an exhibition that has developed with us. It feels for us like
an ideal partner, bringing out: our commitment to spotting
and developing new talent, our enthusiasm for visual arts, our
work with education and cultural organisations, and our desire
that Minerva be a firm that invests a decent share of its profit
back into activities and sectors that we care about. As we move
into our fifth year, it seems a good time to take stock and think
about some of the focal points we would like to distinguish us
over coming years.
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Developing talent
A consistent theme in all of the sectors we serve is that,
although there is a need to bring in fresh thinking and skills
for certain roles, we work on the whole with a relatively stable
candidate and client pool. Typically, our interactions will last for
several years, and many people will be successful candidates,
unsuccessful candidates and clients during the course of their
careers. That means it is not good enough for us to simply
sap energy from these sectors, but we have a role to play in
supporting talent development and building capacity. We are
conscious that there are opportunities to support development
in all areas and have opened up conversations in the past
year with partners about creating interventions to support
development in both the cultural and education sectors.

life in their new potential employer, and they are attracted to
fertile and fallow places more than to established beds of roses.
Similarly, sensible employers understand that making senior
level appointments is about a mature measurement of risk,
understanding a balance of strengths and weaknesses and
recognising that they need to be attractors as well as selectors.
Fifteen years ago, there was a lot of talk about the talent wars
between organisations; in many areas it’s now more a case of
talent drought, as change takes place at a quicker pace than
our sectors can manage. More than ever there is a need to
take a grounded approach to recruitment and organisational
development, and to invest in getting the best
possible outcome.

What Are We?
In our early days, we attended a leadership development event
where we were a case study for the participants who would be
future leaders for their sector.
Honesty and hard-work
Unashamedly, we are bad salespeople. We lack the slickness
of many of our competitors, and a lot of the more starchy,
great-and-good potential clients would prefer to buy a grander
dog to bark for them. That’s fine with us; or it certainly is at the
moment. We’re most interested in working with, and work best
with, clients who value honesty, telling it like it is, and being
authentic. This works at every stage of the process: intelligent
candidates want to know about the dystopian elements of

We were reprimanded in their analysis for not having a strategy.
It’s true - we didn’t have one. And we still don’t. Here’s hoping
we never will. We don’t want to take over the world, and we
don’t really want to set out fanciful key performance indicators
that do little more than bind us for a period of time, whilst
we cough nervously and acknowledge that the world has
turned out to be more different and more interesting than we
expected. We know what we care about, and here are five
things that define our purpose:
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Levelling the playing field
It’s astonishing that, in 2018, we are still surrounded by such
deep structural inequality. Bluntly, if you’re a woman or an
ethnic minority, you have a lot less chance of realising potential
than if you’re a white man. We are committed to the belief
that good headhunting can contribute to making the system
more meritocratic, and can challenge established patterns.
Since we started, we have had an unparalleled success rate of
female appointments (at just under 50 per cent across all of
our work). This needs to be repeated: nearly half of all of our
appointments, at senior levels, have been of women, and this
is a statistic that we defy anyone in our industry to match. This
is through basic positive action - wherever possible we ensure
that our call list of potential candidates is roughly 50 per cent
gender-balanced, and this feeds through at all stages of the
process. In terms of black and minority ethnic appointments
this is more challenging, and around twelve per cent of all our
appointments have been from this grouping. We are committed
to doing what we can to make a difference here. We have
launched a new programme, Aspire, which will see us working
annually with a cohort of BAME candidates, providing pro bono
advice on career development, interviews, CV preparation etc:
the stuff we know about. We are also planning to publicise
filmed interviews with role models from the BAME community.
All of this is about changing perceptions: in ourselves, in our
clients, and in our candidates. We are only small, and our
intervention won’t change the world overnight, but we want
to do something practical. We recognise that diversity is much
broader than just gender and ethnicity, but it’s a start.

Having an international outlook
It’s a small planet but a big world, and despite the apparent
bloody-minded isolationism of our current elected leaders, our
futures and the solutions to our challenges are increasingly
shared beyond national borders. We value our partnerships with
firms in Asia Pacific, North America and Europe and are looking
to develop these discussions. We have growing relationships in
various parts of the world, including India, which will by 2030
be the most populous nation in the world, and Australia which despite fluctuating exchange rates is as close to being a unified
labour market with the UK in terms of skills and approaches
as anywhere in the world. Since we started, we have helped
recruit to roles in places as various as Amsterdam, Nairobi, Tunis,
Jeddah, Dubai and Malaysia.
Investing in sectors that we care about
From the start, we intended to invest back into the sectors that
support us, and this current financial year will see us dedicating
around ten per cent of our overall profits into our key partners
who include: The Mall Galleries (through sponsorship of the
Futures exhibition of new graduate art), the Council for at Risk
Academics (we are supporting two Syrian academics through
fellowships at a UK university), WonkHE (for whom we are
strategic partners and sponsors across a number of annual
events), Y Care International (whom we support through pro
bono work and donations), and Bow Arts (with whom we are
corporate members)..
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Our Team

We are the only company amongst our direct competitors
where the foundation is based on a gender-balanced 50:50
partnership. This is an important influence in our culture as
we develop, and we are proud to be growing a diverse and
international team, where over half originate from outside of
the UK, including Israel, Italy, Poland and Spain.

team, and Ilona Maglia joined us from Korn Ferry, where she
was a researcher in the life sciences practice.
In building the team, our priority is to find colleagues who
will bring character and personal depth to their work. We are
committed to an ethos which is informal and approachable,
whilst remaining extremely professional and hard working. It
is also a priority that Minerva provide an environment where
people can build their careers and thrive, and we are pleased
that over half of the current team joined us within our first full
year of trading and have stayed with us.

We are growing at a manageable rate, and this year were
pleased to make two senior level hires from competitor firms.
Valentina Serra joined us from Perrett Laver where she was Head
of Research and a senior member of the global development
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International
We are closely allied to several firms around the globe – with
partners in Australia, North America and the Netherlands. We
are also exploring links with India.

One of the oldest search firms in Europe to have a focus on public sector search:
www.vanderkruijs.com/profile.html

Set up at a similar time to us and offering substantial experience in senior level
search in education, arts, public sector, social enterprise and sports, leisure and
tourism in the Asia Pacific region:
www.aegeus.asia

Search counsel for higher education in North America:
cvoboyle.com
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Statistics
The gender balance of the appointees from the processes that
we have worked on is roughly 50:50, and across 2017 was
52% female.

We have worked on 225 appointments since we started trading.

Appointments Each Year

Gender Balance of Appointments
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Although we still have a large number of international
candidates on our shortlists, there is some evidence that recent
events are impacting on the likelihood of international moves
finally happening.
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A growing proportion of our work is on governance appointments.

Proportion of Our Appointments
which are Non-Executive Governance Roles

International mobility of placements

Appointees from BAME Backgrounds
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Our performance in terms of appointees coming from BAME
backgrounds is improving, and we are looking to do
even better.

A growing proportion of our placements involve candidates
moving across sectors.
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Imagery taken from the FBA Futures exhibition of new
graduate art 2018, sponsored by Minerva.
In order:
Isobel Smith, Honey Chair
Raphael Barratt, Agony in the Garden
Molly Bythell, Open for Business
Jennifer Sendall, The Atheist
Beth Horner, Sea View
Rihanna Hussain, Dog Walk

www.minervasearch.com
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